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DEAR READER,
for the first time invidis publishes a special edition for ISE – The Year
ahead Issue. This magazine provides you with a trend overview and
market analysis for 2019. Our special focus is on the LED market and
technologies. No other technology – besides AI – will dominate this
year’s ISE: the technology transition from SMD to Micro-/Mini-LED is
nothing less than a tectonic change to the professional digital signage
market.
As usual, this special edition is available for free download in German
or English.
For the first time we also included guest comments in our yearbook.
For market data and analysis please consult our current invidis yearbook 2018/2019 available at invidis.de.
As usual, invidis participate at ISE with a whole number of events. Our
highlight is the "DSS ISE The Year Ahead" conference on Wednesday
06 February. As in the past years invidis will present Digital Signage
Trends 2019 on the main stage on Wednesday afternoon. Our Digital
Signage Guided Tours take place on Thursday.
And we also would like to invite you to our annual DSS Europe 2019
conference – our largest event in Munich/Germany. For more information about DSS Conferences please consult digitalsignagesummit.org.
Yours sincerely

Florian Rotberg

and Stefan Schieker
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NATURE MEETS DIGITAL  
A living wall filled with moss and two stretched screens, the entrance to the
Hollu Experience Center is a fine example for an innovative integration of digital
signage.
In December 2018 the Austrian provider of professional cleaning solutions Hollu opened a new Experience Center in their
Austrian hometown of Graz. Hollu’s solutions and training
facilities cover two floors totaling 2.500 sqm and can be experienced with all senses. The store and as well as the academy - including all digital touch points - were designed
and built by fellow Austrian shopfitter Umdasch The Store
Makers.
Testing machines and vacuum cleaners, smelling and
using cleaning agents and feeling materials – all senses
are addressed across all categories in the shop, the service centre and the showcase workshop. The shopfitting
designers of Umdasch Shop Consult have developed an
innovative concept for the world of experience that offers a
holistic interplay of digital retail and static elements.

As soon as the customer enters, he is greeted by the "Hollu Wall", which provides static information about the history
and origin of the brand. Two bar-type touch screens integrated into the moss wall form the "L" letters of Hollu. Visitors are invited to discover the history of Hollu and immerse
themselves in the brand values and corporate philosophy.
A 50” screen is installed next to the living wall, displaying
additional company information and is also used for customer presentations. Directed sound showers in the ceiling
provide targeted audio for the person in front of the display. Best practice of how contemporary customer experience can integrate technology as well as nature.
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BRASS & ART NOUVEAU
Retaining the historical building yet move it into the future was the mission in
this project. The digitization of the traditional art nouveau department store
Nordiska Kompaniet (NK) in Stockholm required excellence in integration –
including unusual screens.
NK has always been an innovative department store, located in downtown Stockholm. Sweden's first escalator went
into operation here many decades ago. The historic Art
Nouveau building need to be digitized in a very special and
tasteful way.
The Stockholm luxury department store Nordiska Kompaniet has been the first business and cultural address in
the Swedish capital for locals and tourists since 1915. The
flagship store looks back on more than a hundred years of
history: listed classical architecture with marble and brass,
impressive room heights. Not the easiest place for a digital
signage retrofit.
Full service integrator Visual Art developed a customized digital signage concept. The solution was built on two channels at the PoS: Floor directories / way guiding and promotion. A combination of the two touchpoint concepts

was placed at strategic and high-frequency points in the
department store. Next to elevators, escalators, entrances
and passageways – more than 70 displays were installed to
cover all relevant touchpoints inside the department store.
To maintain the architectural and luxurious style of NK's
flagship store, the digital signage housings were designed
in close collaboration with NK's architects and marketing
team, using exclusive handcrafted materials. The displays
are framed in brass and attached - at least visually - to a
band of ecological tanned leather from Tärnsjö, Sweden.
Visual Art is also responsible for the content concept, templates and content, which are strictly aligned with NK's
brand identity. The digital signage content is managed via
the in-house Visual Art CMS.
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Geoffrey Bessin
Chief Evangelist
Intuiface

As we look forward to 2019, four trends stand out. First, screen
as a sensor - There is an untapped well of information that can
be collected at a signage endpoint. Not just user interaction
(and the implied user preferences) but also context – like weather, gender, location – and supporting data gathered from
connected objects.
Second, analytics - If the screen is a sensor, and if each individual deployment has become a data source, then there is a
need to combine, collate, and then analyze all of this information. With analytics comes business insight informing the
design, operational, and business KPIs uniquely identified for
each project.
Third, certified provider’s IT infrastructure - it will become increasing important for vendors and service providers to audit
and certify the quality and security of their IT infrastructure
and processes, by following, for example, the ISO 27001 guidelines. GDPR regulations have raised the alarm; we anticipate
clients will demand proof. Fourth, dovetailing of signage with
sales presentations - Organizationally, different teams within
an organization concerned themselves with public messaging
via signage and the pitches delivered by Sales Representatives in the field. Innovations in the signage domain are equally
effective in the sales world, and we expect the two teams to eliminate redundancy and join forces to create complementary
assets.
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WILL DIGITAL SIGNAGE CUSTOMERS START UNDERSTANDING THAT STRATEGY NOT TECHNOLOGY,
DRIVES DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?

invidis consulting shares its predictions for the new digital signage year, from
Technology to Market Consolidation. | By Florian Rotberg

WILL CONTEXT BE EVERYTHING IN DIGITAL
SIGNAGE?
No. For a long time, content was considered king in digital
signage. Increasingly (marketing) organizations are striving
to pursuit for relevance and (hyper)personalization. Data
and AI driven information will be the life line for digital
touch points. At the end of every digital signage process,
data-based content needs to be delivered in the right context (targeted to the audience). Digital experience platforms
(DXPs) enable users to manage Data and Content in the
right context while digital signage CMS are limited to managing content.
Analytics starts at the concept phase while CMS interactivity analytics, external sensors and third-party data adds
additional data streams to a central platform. The relevant
message is created and delivered to mobile, digital signage
and other screens. Adobe believes they are in pole position
with the Experience Manager platform as many corporates
have already deployed the solution for web, video and mobile. But also digital signage pure players like Intuiface offer
data driven media platforms with detailed analytics and
APIs for external data streams.

force digital signage pure player to reevaluate their showroom strategy. The big corporate digital giants outperform
each other with spectacular showrooms in London, Berlin,
Milan and other European metropolises. Can digital signage pure player integrators keep up? The question will probably be whether relevant market participants will be able
to afford not to operate a showroom in the future. To be honest, most national integrators will have to join forces with
ecosystem partners/providers to keep up with the market.

WILL WE SEE THE REVIVAL OF THE SHOWROOM?
Yes, the own showroom was a must for every digital signage
integrator for a long time. But for most integrators the own
showroom incurred nothing more than costs as the rapidly
evolving technology forced costly annual updates. In addition, the core target group ‘enterprise customers’ were often not interested in leaving their office to visit showrooms
far away from downtown.
But showrooms have become increasingly fashionable
again in the past months. A new concept Showroom 2.0
has developed: Customers increasingly want digital experiences which integrate visuals, sound and sometimes even
scent. Various technologies and solutions complement
each other to create as unique as possible experiences.
This composition of technologies and content is best presented in showrooms prepared for the customer’s unique
use cases. In addition, the growing interest in LEDs also
drives (potential) customers to showrooms as the vast variety of pixel pitches need to be experienced in person.
Finally increasing competition from professional service organizations like Accenture Digital and IT system integrators

Unfortunately, not yet. In most organizations neither Marketing nor IT have realized that digital touch points cannot
replace a strategy. In addition, organizations are lacking
long term ROI experiences with digital. Existing experiences
and ROI know-how are solely based on smaller silo concepts. Hoping that choosing the right technology will replace digital strategies.
Taking (limited) risks becomes the new normal. What does
it mean for the necessary ground work? It needs sparking
new ideas and excellent (digital) storytelling fully connected to back-end system (e.g. ERP, CRM). As omni-channel
is new norm, customer experiences need to be seamless
across all platforms and along the full customer journey.
Sounds impossible – it’s not but challenging.

of frequent privacy scandals. One technology is reaching its
end of life: text messaging is dead.
WILL DIGITAL POSTER REMAIN THE STANDARD IN
RETAIL SIGNAGE?
No, even when most of the screens deployed in 2019 will
still be passive digital poster, transaction focused signage
will establish itself as the “new norm”. Interactive digital
touchpoints are not limited to vending and ticketing machines anymore, interact – purchase – pay becomes a relevant
feature for most new digital signage applications.
Some smart radio-frequency an AI-driven solution will enable easy interaction across most forms of digital signage.
An example of a smart integration is Ingenico’s Think&Go
RFID payment solution. A RFID-frame behind a display enables customers to purchase products and services just by
touching the screen with a customer card or mobile payment device i.e. Apple Pay. A different approach is Google’s
Project Soli – a new sensing technology that uses miniature
radar to detect touchless gesture interactions.
WILL LED DISRUPT THE VALUE CHAIN AND SYSTEM
INTEGRATOR BUSINESS?
Yes, absolutely. LED installation requires a whole new set of
skills currently not offered by digital signage integrators. In
comparison to displays or projectors LED-cabinets are just

WILL TOUCH REMAIN THE DOMINATING FORM OF
INTERACTION?
Yes, for the time being touch solutions will keep the preferred technology for interaction at public digital touchpoints.
Smart phone usage and ticketing machines has taught
consumers that the easiest form of interaction is touch. We
expect more ex-factory touch solutions from the leading
display OEMs making life more difficult for touch specialists. Their role will most likely shift from direct business to a
supplier for the large OEMs as touch will only be assembled
in Europe and not in Asia.
Touch will eventually be replaced by radio-frequency based
technologies (i.e. RFID) and the mobile phone. Integrating
mobile remains the main goal for most projects as basically
all cross-platform customer experiences include mobile in
one form or another. Also, for consumers their mobile phone is most trusted platform, an important factor in times
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Alberto Cáceres Tejedor

"

CEO
TRISON

I am a firm believer that our market is infinite. No sector can resist Digital Signage, a reality which is rising in all verticals. I can confirm
without any doubt, after experiencing it in our
own skins, that the integration of LED screens
reaches even to funeral homes, affirming the
success of our sector.
LED is a trend which is growing. All of the large
producers of LCD have jumped on the bandwagon regarding this technology. I therefore believe that this is a great opportunity for all of us.
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is acting as a trailblazer with premium products like “The
Wall”. A big advantage of fixed resolution solutions is that
the cabinets can be quality checked and calibrated at the
factory as well as packaged with standardized wall mounts.
Customer acceptance somewhere at OEM-center in the EU
are not necessary anymore. Eventually LED-walls need to
be offered and ordered like a screen. Scale is important for
LED to gain a substantial share of the displays market.

components which need to be integrated on site with other
AV-technology and requiring additional construction steel
work.
The rise of LED disrupts the established value chain especially for system integrators. Samsung is again at the forefront. Once again, the Korean OEM has introduced new
products and services which conflict established business:
It started with Magicinfo (Samsung CMS), followed by SoC
(omitting the external media player) and has now reached a new stage with turnkey LED-Solutions (Samsung
SDS). Samsung acts sensible in introducing new services
in major markets fearing to lose valuable partners too fast.
But eventually Samsung will be able to offer LED-Digital
Signage out of the box including maintenance and service.
Quite like Stratacache’s market approach.
WILL ANY OF THE TECH GIANTS ENTER THE
DIGITAL SIGNAGE MARKET?
No. neither of the five FAANG tech giants (Facebook, Apple,
Amazon, Netflix and Google) will enter the digital signage
market directly. But their influence continuous to be felt
across most sectors of the DS market. Google has been
the most likely candidate to enter the market as they offer ChromeOS (a stable OS ideally for digital signage and
PoS-applications) and they rule the global market for digital advertisement (DooH seems a matching media). But
both B2B markets are too small, do not sufficiently scale
or are very restricted (long term contracts for DooH). But
Google is building up an eco-system of partners (system integrators) which are adding value to Googles offerings.
Apple loves digital signage in their stores (and they are investing heavy in premium LED) but limits its B2B offerings
to App Store services and a few high-performance media-players for premium AV. Selected digital signage integrators use apple devices as media player, but that is just a
tiny fraction of apple’s consumer focused business model.
Amazon is always good for surprises, but we expect them
to stay on the consuming side of digital signage. Netflix is a
great partner for content but without sound the best content remains useless. Facebook could start selling brand
safe DooH inventory, but it seems they are busy with internal challenges.

Special LED projects and rental remain a project and a
build to order “cabinet-business”. But margins have been
under pressure – market players report a 40% drop in LED
rental prices in 2019.

WILL MUSIC STREAMING SERVICES LIKE SPOTIFY
OR APPLE MUSIC CAPTURE A SIGNIFICANT PART
OF THE INSTORE MUSIC MARKET?
No, not yet. Apple Music or Spotify are potential candidates for major instore music suppliers. Spotify offers already
a B2B-offering in selected markets ideal for SMB retailer.
Apple remains focused on consumers. But the emergence
of Spotify and Co has more than halved average instore
music subscription rates in recent years.
Large retailer like supermarket chains will stay loyal with
instore specialist like Mood, Radio POS or Vienna based Radio Max. The Austrian instore radio specialist broadcast a
multi-language audio program live to thousands of stores.
A service offering far too complicated for scale-driven consumer offerings from Spotify & Co.
WILL OLED EXPERIENCE A MARKET BREAKTHROUGH IN 2019?
No, not as long as LG remains the only producer of OLED.
The paper-thin displays will keep the role of an exceptional
beautiful and ‘sexy’ show stopper, but sales will be very limited. Competing display OEM stress that OLED is not yet
ready for commercial use. We believe that it will just a matter of time till LG Display has improved the technology for
very demanding 24/7 operations.

WILL PAN-EUROPEAN CONSOLIDATION CONTINUE?
Yes, current pure-player integrators are still too small to win
increasingly global tenders. Most digital signage integrators
record less than 10m EUR annual revenues. Most bigger
DS tenders include not only pure players but also IT / professionals service organizations which annual revenues in
excess of 1bn EUR. Consolidation is also driven by rising demand for omni-channel experiences. Necessary skills (e.g.
Coding Apps, Sensors, Data Analytics) are often not available at digital signage integrators.
The software market will experience the strongest drive for
consolidation as most software vendors are too small to
survive. An average digital signage software vendor in Europe doesn’t record more than 2m EUR annual revenues. This
will not be enough for maintaining competitive solutions
and adding more experience and data features. In contrast
to system integrators, we don’t expect much M&A activity in
the software sector. Potential targets are too small for private equity investors as well as lacking sufficient profitability.

special requirements justify a separate (silo) CMS? Large
enterprise organization will eventually migrate to a single
platform (e.g. Adobe Experience Manager) while smaller
network operators suffice a stand-alone DS CMS.
DS CMS provider are looking to expand their offering by adding additional features (e.g. retail tech, fintech solutions),
connecting to 3rd party solutions or specialize (e.g. vertical
solutions). Regardless the strategy, many of the digital signage CMS pure player will cease being competitive in the
coming years. The market will consolidate.
WILL BREXIT DAMPEN THE EUROPEAN DIGITAL
SIGNAGE MARKET OUTLOOK?
Yes, regardless of the outcome of the Brexit process digital
signage demand will be hampered. The likely Brexit outcome will be between bad or awful for the UK economy and
most likely also felt across the continent in 2019. More uncertainties dampen the global outlook in many emerging
markets and in case the US tariffs war escalates. But according to recent market forecasts the digital signage market
remains its growth rate of around 10%.
WILL AI DISRUPT THE DIGITAL SIGNAGE INDUSTRY?
Yes, absolutely. Digitization means progress. That is why retail and digital signage have undergone continuous transformation in recent years. At the top of the list now: Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Whether as a language assistant or as the
intelligence of a comprehensive technological tool – one
goal should be: Take the A(rtificial) out of AI. For the management consultancy Deloitte, the three Ds are the decisive factors when it comes to the future of the digital and
digitized economy: data, digital and design.

WILL DIGITAL SIGNAGE CMS REMAIN DOMINANT?

WILL LED REMAIN A COMPONENT BUSINESS?

No, the end of the dominance for pure-play digital signage
CMS platforms is coming to an end. As the trend to personalize consumer experiences gains traction, organizations
are looking for cross-media digital experience platforms.
The platforms need to manage various media (online, mobile, video, digital signage), offer real-time analytics and
enable to manage seamless digital media assets.

No, the LED-Videowall business is transforming to a solution business. As the technology is advancing from SMD based to Micro LED/Chip-on-Board (CoB) more and more LED
supplier will offer fixed resolution out-of-a- box. Samsung

Digital Signage remains an odd-ball in the typical media
mix, as it remains the only platform which requires the
brand also to manage remote infrastructure (media-player, screens) and is missing standard ad formats. Will these

The role of AI must be split in three digital signage categories: AI and Data (the blood line of AI: AI requires data as
fuel to get smart and to grow), AI and Operations (big data
analytics, near real-time insights, predictive analysis) and AI
and Interaction (voice control e.g. Alexa. Google Assistant,
MS Cortona and Apple Siri replacing keyboard and touch).
Main challenge with consumer facing AI applications is the
fear of communicating with AI agents in public spaces. But
consumers will get accustomed fast to use voice control
also at public touchpoints.
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Very low energy consumption, highest pixel density, brilliant contrast
ratio and very high brightness: self-luminous solutions like Micro-LED
and Mini-LED are on their way. For a good reason.
WILL STRATACACHE (SCALA) BE THE NO.1 PURE
PLAYER IN EUROPE?
No. CEO Chris Regal has an impressive track record in growing the Dayton, Ohio based integrated to a global player.
His plans remain ambitious with reaching 500m USD revenue in 2-3 years. We believe he will continue to grow his
business with multiple M&A activities, but Stratacache will
not be able to achieve market leadership in Europe in the
mid-term future.

Financially strong (PE-backed and public traded) European
pure-players like Trison, Zeta Display or Econocom are better positioned in EMEA to reach the 100 million EUR threshold. Highly profitable integrators will also be prime target
for M&A activities especially from professional service organization like Accenture Digital.
Nonetheless Stratacache has the potential of building a
global digital signage powerhouse with relevant market
shares in major markets.
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Leif Liljebrunn

"

CEO
ZetaDisplay

We are living in a visual world and our young industry continues to prosper
as retail customers and larger corporations discover the beauty of Digital
Signage. 2018 has been no difference. Seen from our position with the core
of our business in the Nordic countries we see however some important
trends that will most likely continue in the coming years.
Our industry is still rather young, and it takes time to educate the customer
base to look beyond the screen and to understand what a Digital Signage
delivery is about in the end. We have been picking up business lately where
the complexity of the assignment was initially underestimated. This provided us with an opportunity of showing that concept development, software
development as well as installation and aftermarket must go together.
Secondly, the projects that we are quoting for are becoming more and
more international: either the customers aim for international expansion
themselves or are part of an international group operating locally in one
country. In this situation, we have realized that stand-alone business models – either being an integrator or software licensor alone – do have their
limitations. In order to be able to serve the customer across different geographies you need to be a full-service provider and combine proprietary
software with integrator and service provider competences.

The market agrees: advancements in Micro-LED will continue to dominate the industry headlines. Micro-LED measuring less than 100 micrometers and Mini-LED (between 100
and 200 micrometers) will disrupt the professional visual
market in the coming years.
In addition, the new technologies open-up new
markets for consumer as well as commercial solutions. Especially the extremely raised pixel per inch
(PPI) density and the new level of brightness brings new opportunities for companies like VueReal.
They are manufacturing 6,000 PPI micro LED screens which
are used for head-mounted displays far superior to existing LCD and other technologies.
As with other display technologies, ramp-up of production
is a tedious process. Therefor sufficient quality and quantities are not yet available. But once mass production rates
are reached, Micro- and Mini-LED will become more affordable and start to gain noticeable market share.
Various suppliers have come to the market with solutions intended for indoor signage and other professional applications. Samsung presented the first professional “The
Wall”-solution at last year’s ISE, featuring 146” in diameter with a pixel pitch of 0.84 mm. Since then other manufacturers have also presented their own Micro-/Mini-LED solutions. At the beginning of 2019, Samsung upgraded “The
Wall” to a massive 219" screen while also introducing a
smaller 75" Micro-LED screen. The general direction is clear: More and finer pitched LEDs will become available offering improved energy-savings with purpose-fitting resolutions. An industry consortium in Taiwan – including ITRI,

Macroblock, PlayNitride and Unimicron – is currently developing a 6 x 6 cm small indoor signage module fitted with 50
to 80 µm small LED chips and a pixel pitch smaller than 800
µm.
Interestingly enough, Micro-/Mini-LED benefits from the
competing OLED technology: OLEDs have raised the bar
for black levels, contrast, field of view and power consumption. While Micro/Mini-LED is not superior in all classes, it
seems to have one huge advantage: Reliability. The first generation of OLED, exclusively supplied by LG, suffered noticeable burn-in effects after the first year of operations. The
latest generation of OLEDs seem to have improved in this
regard.
Micro-LEDs and Mini-LEDs don’t suffer burn-in. They are based on light-emitting inorganic semiconductors using a gallium-nitrite combination. Like OLEDs, they do not require
backlights or even polarization filters. Therefor even thinner screens than OLED can be manufactured. Perhaps this
is the reason why LG showcased a Micro-LED screen at IFA
2018 - despite its commitment to OLEDs.
Sony’s Cledis solution (Crystal LED Integrated Structure) has been the showstopper at ISE, Infocomm and other
shows and the benchmark in the industry for more than
two years. The Mini-LED solutions currently comes with a
1.25 mm pixel pitch, based on 403 × 453 mm modules, each
with 320 × 360 RGB LED pixels.
Sony builds its solution on a PCB backplane, similar to the
Taiwanese approach. However, the solution developed by
ITRIX and its partners should be much better and cheaper
to produce once mass production has started.
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+18%
GLOBAL LED
MARKET 2017

LED-MARKET: 5.3BN USD

44% LFD DISPLAYS
38% PROJECTION
18% LED

(Source: Futuresource)

(Source: Futuresource)

VOLUME

7.1BN USD

LCD VIDEO WALL DISPLAYS

32m

20%

1m

59%

40-59”

EMEA PROF. DISPLAYS 2017

+17.4%
IN 2017 (GLOBAL WITHOUT CHINA)

BUT

(Source: Futuresource)

SMD | MICROLED | COB | MINILED

2017 (GLOBAL)

MEETING
ROOMS
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(Source: Futuresource)

of all meetings in
non-traditional
places (i.e. kitchen)
(Source: Futuresource)
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DISPLAY
INSTALLATIONS
2017 (GLOBAL)

(Source: Futuresource)
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2020
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(Source: Futuresource)
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Daniel Brookes
Visual Retail Segment
Marketing Manager
Internet of Things Group, Intel

2018 has been another year of strong growth for Intel in the visual experiences industry, as businesses look
to adopt technology to reach new levels of relevant personalization and efficiency. Throughout the ecosystem we are seeing technology used to create innovative solutions and we see that continuing into 2019 as
the internet of things enables more sensors to be deployed and the use of AI and computers vision enables
intelligence at the edge providing rich insights to deliver business insights to drive business decisions.
An example of where technology is changing business models is the Quick Service Restaurant (QSR)
Self-Service kiosk which has been widely deployed across the network of one of the world’s largest brands
of fast food throughout Europe over the last few years and is now started ramping in the US. The kiosk starts
in attract mode using traditional digital signage, then switches to a user interface that enables clear choice
of product and the ability to customise your order and then integrated payment to complete the order. This
solution has been delivered by a number of Intel partners across the region. The change in business model
is you now only have 1 or 2 traditional point of sale terminals and those staff that used to man those POS
have focus on jobs that improve operational efficiencies and provide customer service. This has helped the
brand to drive growth in its European restaurants.
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RED
DRAGONS

QUALITY
IN FOCUS

China, and especially Shenzhen,
is the center of the LED industry.
Thousands of manufacturers and
their suppliers call their home in
Hong Kong’s neighbourhood
Shenzen. China’s LED industry
dominates the global LED market.

European LED manufacturers
are not giants, but often highly
specialized manufactories.

od. For example, IT group Infor replaced a LCD video wall
at its headquarters with a 3.65m x 6m LED solution consisting of 1.8mm pixel pitch cabinets. The depth of the LED
wall is just 7.6 cm.

Chinese manufacturers are traditionally strong with LED
screens in various vertical markets and applications. Market leader are the three top-player Absen, Leyard and Unilumin. More or less all offer the full range of in- and outdoor LED pixel pitch. Top of the line is currently 0.9
mm. Most solutions offer systems with Front Access or
Rear Access, special brackets for installation, maintenance-friendly technologies and drivers. Biggest differentiator
are quality management and signal processing.
The Chinese Tier 1 suppliers are active worldwide, with
large regional offices in EMEA and North America. The latter is traditionally the biggest market for LED displays for
indoor, outdoor and rental applications outside of China.
Prestigious infrastructure projects in China usually include large LED orders for one of the top LED OEMs. For example, the new Hongkong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge - the longest
sea bridge in the world – has been fitted with eight LED
screens from Unilumin totalling 346 sqm.
Leyard, which acquired Planar (US) and Eyevis (Germany)
in recent years, is also noticing fast growing interest in LED,
often replacing LCD-based videowalls. According to Futuresource sales of LED grew by 18% in 2017, narrow pixel
pitch (2.5mm and finder) grew by 50% in the same peri-

In addition to indoor installations, large outdoor rollouts have also been implemented recently. Leyard’s outdoor LED solution (10 mm pixel pitch) was deployed
to more than 1.000 gas-stations across Brazil.
Increasingly LED-walls are moving closer to the audience like in large control rooms, corporate lobbies or board
rooms. Especially narrow pixel pitch (NPP) around 2mm
and less is becoming the new standard for premium installations. Records are also being set, such as the Longgang Operation Center (LOC) installation in Shenzen: 103
million pixels on an area of around 167 sqm built with 1.27
mm Pixel Pitch from Absen. Currently the control room features the world's largest curved LED video displaying real-time information for public transportation, emergency
management and public safety.
Another important market player with more than 25 years of experience is Aoto. The business is also changing
for Aoto. The existing bread and butter business for the LED
industry are SMD-based solutions. But undoubtably mini
and micro LEDs are the future (see p. 13). So not only Aoto,
but most other market players are developing new solutions. For this purpose, hundreds of patents have already
been registered. According to Aoto, the future of LED is their
preferred Mini & Micro LED solution and not COB (chip-onboard). Aoto is convinced that the quality of the diodes on
COBs is not as good as their own 4-in-1 architecture as well
as easier to replace.

Circuit Paul Ricard race track located in Le Castellet in the
south of France has just been upgraded with four new outdoor LED screens. Designed and built in Schwanstetten, a
small town in Bavaria / Germany. Home of s[quadrat], one
of few the manufacturers of LED displays with a European
DNA, was founded in 2005. The LED specialist focuses on
tailor-made LED solutions and was acquired NEC Display
Solutions shortly before ISE 2018.
Like most European manufacturers, s[quadrat]’s company
size is tiny compared the top Chinese producers or Samsung and LG. Both Korean OEMS also offer large LED portfolios nowadays. While LG recently presented transparent
coloured LED screens in addition to fine pitch LED, Samsung focuses more on widening its already large LED portfolio. New products are developed and manufactured in
Korea as well as in the US (through Samsung’s subsidiary Prismview (see page 18).
In contrast European suppliers like s[quadrat] usually
specialize in selected vertical markets. The Schwanstetten-based company identified transportation as one of its
most important vertical markets. Flight information displays (FIDS) are increasingly build on fine pixel LED-platforms. NEC LED installations can be found in airports such
as Zurich or Berlin (580 sqm media installation consisting
of 3m long LED strips). A dedicated airport solution has
been developed with NEC Display Solutions, system fully
compliant with radio frequency emissions standards (EMC
requirements of EN55032 Class B).
Ekta is another established expert for LED boards in Europe.
The company, founded in 1992 with locations in the Ukraine and Germany, was founded in 1992 and installed its first
LED display as early as 1995. Ekta is also well established
in the sports arena business with prominent clients such
as UEFA Football association. Even though the LED signage

and sports business in Europe is not as big as in North America, this sector is regarded as a driver especially for LEDs.
One of the many "half Europeans" is Atrixium. Founded by
Europeans in Hong Kong in 2012, Atrixium has its own factory in Shenzhen and a representative office in Europe. It is
just as airport advertising as it is in sports.
Expromo is a Danish medium-sized company with 50 employees that manufactures LED screens for numerous applications. Expromo has been active in the international LED
market since 2003 and is part of ProShop Europe Holding
from Denmark with its head office located in Aarhus. There
are branches in Copenhagen, Hamburg, Münster and Stuttgart. In addition, Expromo has its own division in Shenzhen.
Barco of course is the best-known LED-Expert in Europe.
The Belgian AV pioneer offers a wide range of LED technology for events, venues, retail, advertising, and other
professional AV installations. The portfolio includes LED
displays and tiles as well as bendable LED. Some modules
can be mounted from a ceiling, beam, wall, or placed on a
floor-standing or curved beam. Image processors and other
hardware enable interesting LED walls. In addition to this
variety, the in-house cloud-based software is intended to
convince customers.
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LED SIG NAGE NORTH AMER IC A

MEDIA FACADES

BORN IN
THE USA
Major North American LED manufacturers will continue to drive market
innovations despite the dominance of Chinese OEMs. In certain vertical markets
they are are even world leaders.
For many years LED-screens are already established and have been very popular in North America. Many
of the LED manufacturers have been in business for decades focusing on sport arenas and out of home. As sport is
much more commercialized in North America than in the
rest of the world, sports arenas are larger, better equipped
with technology and building code regulations are far less
restrictive than in Europe. LED is part of the sports experience.
In addition to large professional leagues sports arenas also colleges and universities are traditionally particularly good customers for suppliers of LED solutions.
Verticals such as digital-out-of-home also drive demand.
In addition, LED-screens are quite common in amusement
parks, casinos and hotels across the north American continent.
Long-established market players include Daktronics. Founded in 1968, the South Dakota-based manufacturer employs around 2,500 people worldwide. Hardly any university in the USA comes without a solution from Daktroniks,
which are also used in DooH or large-scale projects such as
the new football stadium of the Tottenham Hotspurs. The
British football club alone ordered a total of 1,000 sqm of
LED from Daktronics.
Another player is fine pixel pitch manufacturer Silicon
Core. By using its own LISA (LED In Silicon Array) technology, the US-company promises up to 40% less energy
consumption and more durability with LEDs on PCBs. A
record pixel pitch of 0.95 mm was already realized based
on the inhouse technology. The LED-solution is specified
to operate up to 100,000 hours should be perfect for interactive applications. As usual brightness is not an issue with

LED – Silicon Core offers 1,200 or 1,500 Nits.
Another leading LED supplier in the US is NanoLumens.
The company has been in business since 2006. The manufacturer supplies indoor LED solutions for enterprise, retail
and transportation verticals. A recent project is the control
room for Sydney Trains. The 1.6 mm pixel pitch wall stretches over 32m in width and 3.6m in height. A solid 41 million pixels are available for control room application on this
exceptionally large LED wall.
The US provider Prismview can look back at a long tradition. The Samsung subsidiary - which was known as Yesco Electronics before the takeover – is a digital billboard
pioneer based in Las Vegas. Prismview is now positioned
as the premium brand of Samsung. Not only known for LED
solutions, but also the service of this specialist is wellknown in the market. Meanwhile, the company is also expanding to Europe, together with its parent Samsung. After
all, LED has a high priority for the Korean OEM across the
world.
At Christie Digital, the US-Canadian manufacturer established in 1929, is renowned for its projection and LED solutions. 1.500 people work for the manufacturer in North
America, Europe as well in the heart of the LED industry,
in Shenzhen, China. Christie Digital was acquired 1982 by
Japanese luminaire experts Ushio, when projector lamps
were still a big business.
Pixelflex is a small boutique LED manufacturer based
in Nashville Tennessee. Their finest LED solutions are 1.6
mm pixel pitch. Pixelflex’s website features a live overview
of LED sold – surpassing 9500 LED tiles and more impressive 150bn pixels sold.

THE BUILDING BECOMES THE MEDIA
Digital canvases offer new architectural solutions for interior design, facades
or lobbies. The building becomes the media. North America continues to be the
leader in this field.
Particularly in the North America, digital signage and architecture are increasingly merging. LED screens integrate into or sometimes even replace traditional facades.
Mostly in large metropolitan areas as an out of home advertising platform. In addition to new buildings, media
facades are also increasingly being retrofitted as part of
a renovation. Thereby adding modern ambience to the real
estate and raising the value of the property in form of higher
rents in an artistic and visually pleasing form.
Often LED canvas installations are located inside the lobby, adding experiences to the user of the building as well
as to the public through the glass front. Other installations
can mainly target user inside the building. An example of
such a project was realized by ESI Design in Washington D.C.. Terrell Place – a office building in downtown
– features around 158 sqm of LED. The speed of the graphical and natural animation is controlled by the speed
of the users of the building. In the morning when people
rush into the office, the animation is faster than during the
day. The 5m LED pixel (about 270 LED/sqm) in the lobby,
uses sensors to adapt colour patterns and measure the movement of the users inside the lobby. The digital canvas and thus the building itself - is a reactive medium now.
Digital agencies like ESI Design created similar solutions
to upgrade shopping malls by adding media facades under the ceiling. Sometimes an entire wall surface is covered, sometimes only stripes of LED run vertically from
floor to the ceiling. The Wells Fargo Center in Denver features such an eight-story tall installation. The LEDs are
usually protected from the users of the building by special
coating or glass.
Digital canvases by far are not limited to the in- and outside of buildings. Structures like bridges are also often converted with the help of LED, projectors or intelligent LED
lighting. Montreal’s Jacques Cartier Bridge was upgraded
to the "world's most connected bridge". The project uses
real time data from sensors, databases, social media and
other sources to create unique content and lighting moods.
Thanks to a smart programming of local digital agency moment factory, the bridge is a living light source that changes
every evening - almost like an organism made of steel and

light. Montreal's seasons, local weather, traffic flows and
social media activities provide the input.
Media facades are also becoming more frequent in Europe. Dutch Telco KPN refurbished and upgraded its
headquarters in Rotterdam. The modernized LED media
facade is used as a digital canvas for video art. The landmark tower at the foot of the Erasmus bridge at Kop van Zuid
is named De Link. While the existing building offered an
area of approx. 18.500 sqm it was extended by a glass structure of 2.800 sqm. Also, the media façade on the outside of
the main building was completely renewed featuring now
also coloured content. Main content are announcements
by the city of Rotterdam, promoting events as well as video
art projects. The Dutch digital signage specialist QYN, part
of Zeta Display, designed and installed the project.
And in Asia? Media facades are very common in most cities
across the continent. Often featuring remarkable dimensions. For example the Taman Anggrek Mall in Jakarta. The
Indonesian mall was fitted with a 336 m long, curved LED
installation covering a total area of 8.675 sqm LED. US based Standard Vision was responsible for the planning and
integration of this complex and ground-breaking installation.
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C ONTENT

INTEGR ATORS

SOLOISTS AND CONDUCTORS
The role of integrators is changing. In order to partake in the concert in the future, service providers must adapt and follow one of the two strategies.

RIDING THE WAVES IN 12K
Whether in 16:9, data-driven or complex prerendered:
Content makes digital installations unique, dynamic and
engaging. Three best practice projects.
12k resolution, more than 7 million pixels and 70 servers
were necessary to create the content: Salesforce’s LED
wall in its headquarters in San Francisco is quite impressive - measuring 32m in width. The indoor digital canvas uses live data to trigger dynamic content.
In an adjacent building a virtual variant of the Californian landscape is being created on a LED wall (pixel pitch:
4 mm). The content was filmed in the Redwood National
Park with two synchronized cameras capturing the panorama motifs. Forests, water and other subjects form the basis
for the installation, whose spectacular and varying waterfall delights the visitors. Obscura Digital from San Francisco created the dynamic content.
Change of settings: At Singapore’s Changi Airport Terminal
4, Canada-based Moment Factory developed exciting and
lovingly narrated content for the 70x5m LED wall above the
security check.
From optical illusions to cinematic storytelling, the architectural media features transform the least-appreciated
travel moments into surprises of delight and discovery. Passing through security screening, travellers are enveloped by
an immersive media wall with a variety of content capsules

that transform the ambiance. Picturesque landscapes alternate with virtual bas-relief sculptures that subtly come
to life. In the heritage zone, real and virtual traditional shop
house façades create an authentic backdrop for local culture and storytelling. Appearing static at first, the two LED
façades spring to life with an engaging neighbourhood love
story that brings two Peranakan families together. Great
storytelling catered for high dwell time locations.
The ÖAMTC Mobility Centre Vienna, the new headquarters
of the Austrian Automobile Club, with 20,027 m² of usable
space, is not only an office but also a modern meeting and
service centre for all employees and ÖAMTC members.
For the first time in its club history, the ÖAMTC bundles
all services and emergency aid for members and the modern working environment for 800 employees at one location, instead of the previous five locations in Vienna.
The new headquarter offers 75,000 visitors annually advice on mobility issues, a travel agency, technical testing
services, insurance services and a vehicle registration office. Even Christophorus 9 - an emergency helicopter - is based on the roof.
The atrium - in the centre of the building - is the digitised "vertical axis", displaying relevant data-driven content to visitors and staff on a fine-picel LED wall. The Austrian AV and signage expert Habegger was commissioned
with the installation and content management of the impressive LED wall. The CMS uses real-time data generated
by ÖAMTC i.e. number of motorists towed on the day. A
great example of mixing data-driven and pre-produced
content.

This figure speaks for itself: in Western Europe alone, there
were more than 100 merger and acquisitions in the digital
signage industry in 2018. The trend towards consolidation noticeably picked up momentum. Especially software
specialists are no longer competitive, as they lack the critical size in scale to survive in the market. As a result, vendors caught in the middle are losing relevance. Some of
the suppliers stay in the market serving existing customers – but winning new tenders seems out of reach.
While digital signage used to be a silo application, holistic customer centric and multi-platform experiences
are becoming the new norm. Managing data and APIs is
increasingly shifting to the client. The role of integrators is
shifting from a box mover to a conductor.
An example from the concert hall illustrates the trend: Soloists interpret and perform a work alone by themselves. Even
in a string quartet, one of the participants takes over the
role of primus inter pares. While in a symphony orchestra, a
conductor is needed to bring the polyphonic work on stage.
Whichever strategy integrators choose, the motto is: don’t

get caught in the middle. Part of the market is moving
towards the orchestration of applications. Multinational players are focusing on the top end and are developing
necessary data and multi-platform competence. Professional service organisations like Accenture, which constantly acquire digital agencies by the dozens, are the Karajans of the new era. The only players relevant in the market
will be the ones orchestrating sound, scent and signage
with various other channels like online, mobile and social
media. The goal are unique, engaging customer-focused
experiences. Conductors are responsible for reference recordings, followed by the audience (enterprise customers)
and musicians (DS and AV industry).
Of course, soloists remain in demand. They will transform to a role of service providers (technical integrators, platform experts, content agencies). Like talented studio musicians, they are booked again and again, even if
their name may not be prominently placed on the cover of
the album. However, market players that take over the experts-role of subcontractors, will hardly take the leading
role of a general contractor for digital signage in the future.
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LCD

PROJECTORS

BREAD & BUTTER
LCD-Displays (Liquid Crystal Displays) are well-established and
a technically mature visual platform.

LONGER LASTING,
BETTER SERVICEABLE
With lasers and LEDs, projectors will
continue to be in demand in many
vertical markets.

LCDs have become the synonym for digital signage and
dominate the markets for visual hardware. New features (i.e. upscaling processor) are introduced every
year but are more evolutionary than disruptive.
LCDs are by far not the only technology available for AV
and digital media projects. But professional LCDs are affordable and easy to install and operate as individual screens,
in kiosk systems or in large video walls.
The core principle: LCD are made of tiny segments (pixels) that can change their transparency by inducing electricity. This changes the permeability for polarized light,
which is generated with a backlight (almost exclusively:
LED) and polarization filters. Thin-film transistors control
the pixels.
Over the past few years, numerous advances in R&D enabled OEMs to offer active matrix screens with ever narrower bezel and a smaller depth. Bezel of video walls are
barely visible (“bezel-less”) and even available in curved (predominantly for desktop displays).
Ultrahigh resolution has come a long way, with UHD (4K) becoming the new standard for most large format display sizes. Futuresource expects that in 2020 UHD will be the dominating resolution in the digital signage market. Screen
size is topping out at 98”-100” for practical reasons: anything larger wouldn’t fit through standard doors.
In 2017 large format displays made up 44% or 3.1bn US dollars of the professional visuals market in EMEA. For comparison, LED accounts for 18% (1.3bn USD) of the EMEA market. Projection makes up the rest with 38% share, primarily
used in meeting rooms in enterprise installations. By 2021,
the total market is expected to reach a volume of 8.59 billion dollars.
The emergence of more advanced emissive technologies
such as Micro-/Mini-LEDs and OLEDs will increasingly replace LCD screens in the future. Improved energy-efficiency and smaller form-factors are some of the benefits. Especially LCD-based video walls are prone to be replaced by

LED as even the thinnest bezel remains visible in typical
corporate use cases (Excel, PowerPoint). And inorganic
OLEDs achieve perfect black levels far superior to LCD. Nevertheless, OLEDs are still lacking relevance in the professional sector as only LG offers OLEDs in large quantities and
sizes. Even OLED accounts only for a fraction of the market,
the world's largest video wall in The Dubai Mall (50 m x 14
m) consists entirely of 820 individual OLED screens.
In general LCD is also the leading technology platform in
many areas of the market, such as interactive touch
screens (collaborative solutions). In competition with
LEDs, LCD manufacturers are also increasingly focusing
on high-brightness, beyond 16:9 aspect ratios and technologies that improve the available color space like Samsung’s Quantum Dots (QD) based backlight.
Direct luminous technologies and the high luminosity of Quantum Dots also make it possible to get the best
of both worlds: QDs combined with OLEDs. A grid of quantum dots supplements a monochrome blue OLED surface.
This provides a solution to create the two missing colors
green and red. First products may be launched as early
as 2019. Samsung is said to be flirting with QD OLED for
consumer TV products. Combining both technologies
would lead to a high-contrast solution that is independent
of viewing angle and promises very rich colors. Quantum
dots - for red and green subpixels - are printed in a pixel
grid while the organic luminescent layer (OLED) are applied
over a large area in a very cost-effective vaporization process.
LCD will continue the industry for the foreseeable future.
The technology has matured, highly scalable and has become commodity, therefore very well suited for digital signage bread and butter business. To a large extent, installations will stick with the highly standardized 16:9 aspect
ratio, with all the advantages and limitations for content
creation and consumer awareness. Even demand for 8k resolution will remain low, life-size displays 70” and larger will
predominantly be shipped with these panels. Most projects
just started to convert to 4k. But the display offering remains factory driven.

Today’s Projectors are mainly based on two different technologies: In LCD-projectors light passes through three-color LCD panels. The panels block certain colours and allow
other colours to pass through. LCD differs therefor widely
from DLP technology (Digital Light Processing), where light
is reflected from a mirrored panel via a colour wheel. In general, LCD projectors are cheaper than DLP versions.
A few projectors use a Liquid Crystal on silicon (LCoS) solution – combining the advantages from both worlds. Here,
too, a colour wheel is not required, like LCD. But a disadvantage of LCoS is that the contrast ratio tends to be much
lower than that of DLP or LCD delivering a reduced contrast
range.
In 2018, projectors accounted for $2.7 billion or 38% of
the professional visual market in EMEA, which Futuresource Consulting estimates at $7.1 billion. All in all, the market offers numerous solutions with standard brightness
levels between 4.000 and 6.000 lumens and high-performance projectors ranging from 12.000 lumen to 42.000 lumen. Ultra-Short distance, cinema projectors or rental projectors complement the large offering reflecting the wide
range in market demand.
From meeting rooms to projection mapping, projection offers solutions for almost any project requirement.
The rapid rise of laser projection as the leading technology has brought extremely bright and small form-factors in
all performance classes with usually life-long light sources.
1DLP laser models (i.e. from Christie) are based on laser
phosphor, laser hybrid (with red LED) or laser phosphor
with red laser. Christie uses the latter for its proprietary
"BoldColor Technology" claiming a service life of 20.000
operating hours. Lamp-free projectors have become reality. Also NEC offers solid state projects such as 8.000 lumen
laser DLP projectors. Optima, the self-proclaimed world
leader in 4K Ultra HD projectors, also relies on laser and
DLP.

Projection mapping is only possible with projectors. A great project is
this project mapping on a Concorde at the Aerospace Museum
in Bristol. The technical and emotional storytelling was realized with
Christie projectors.

Epson is one of the most important players in the market.
The company holds 31% of the global market for installation
projectors above 6.000 lumens. The Japanese OEM plans to
enter the market with a native 4K projector (12.000 lumen
class) and a 20.000 lumen class WUXGA this year.
The market generally relies on LEDs or lasers because both
versions are far superior to existing lamp-based systems.
Some of the projectors of the new generations are even
equipped with solutions that, according to the manufacturer, can achieve up to 30.000 operating hours. The much-improved serviceability of laser benefits all vertical markets.
Projection is the only AV technology which can be
used for complex geometric shapes. Projection mapping events – indoor as well as outdoor - have become very
popular in art, entertainment but also for city marketing activities. Merging digital AV content and real three-dimensional objects delivers great experiences much more immersive than standard displays.
A special use case for projection are digital-out-of-home installations in subways. International projects, such as
Transport for London, proof that projection technology offers great advantages even under difficult climatic and installation and maintenance conditions.
Combing various projectors to one room-wide edge-blending digital canvas is precisely one of the USPs of projection
where other technologies such as LEDs cannot compete.
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S OF TWARE

S OF TWARE

DXP – THE END FOR
DIGITAL SIGNAGE CMS?  
Supposedly Digital Experience Platforms (DXP) can manage all omni-channel
challenges in enterprise and in retail. Are DXP becoming a nail in the coffin for
Digital Signage CMS or are they just another marketing hype?
Businesses are constantly looking for new ways to engage
with customers and employees. Communication is changing from selective impulses to continuous communication across all digital platform along the customer journey. To
achieve these goals, customer information and digital assets need to be managed by a central platform. Today most
enterprises are not able to communicate seamless across
all platforms due to inconsistent data sets. Relevant customer data is stored in different systems as data is collected selectively via various digital touchpoints. Connecting
these dots and understanding what between the silos, the
so-called customer lifecycle, is currently not visible.
The degree of complexity increases as businesses use their
content not only online but also in digital signage, print
media, in cross-channel advertising campaigns or apps.
Today’s big challenge is to harmonize, manage and keep
all data and content consistent to communicate seamless
and with the same message across all channels.
To accomplish this, organisations use separate CMS systems for each digital platform, which allows them to adapt
and schedule messages for each channel separately. Thus,
the number of content management systems quickly increase to 15 or more different CMS systems in one organisation. However, these very inefficient processes are expensive and need very high attention within an organisation as
well as managing external agencies.
Digital Experience Platforms (DXP) such as the Adobe Experience Cloud are positioned as the only tool necessary
to manage all marketing challenges. Gartner defines a

digital experience platform (DXP) as an integrated set of
technologies that provides a broad range of audiences
with consistent, secure and personalized access to information and applications across many digital touchpoints.
(see box, p. 27).
Seamless user experience and brand continuity is necessary to keep customers loyal and to prevent a switch to the
competition. This is where digital experience platforms
(DXP) come into play. DXP do not only consolidate all
data to a single point of truth (SPOT) but also enable organisations a fully coordinated playout of content across all
channels. In order to be able to play content consistently, businesses must be able to manage a single up-to-date
database. In many organisations, data bases are still silos
with sporadic consolidations via Excel. Even GDPR has
put enormous pressure on EU-based businesses to centrally manage data in real-time.
Typical use-cases are new products or promotions requiring organisations to update the content for various platforms, language versions and markets separately. In this
case DXP can be very helpful as they connect to other backend systems - such as PIM (Product Information Systems),
DAM (Digital Asset Management) or CRM - and ensure consistent data exchange following internal workflows.
In addition, DXP also offer semantic search across all platforms - a feature consumers are used to from Google and
other online platforms. Data, photos, text and videos
can be searched efficiently. Systems recognize words as
well as search strings i.e."faucet" or: "Which faucet suits

a modern bathroom? These forms of natural communication become increasingly popular with users and consumers. Thanks to Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and
Co consumer are spoiled with joy of use and AI-based recommendations.
What does the market entry of DXPs mean for stand-alone CMS providers? CMS - especially for digital signage
platforms - continue to have their raison d'être especial-

WHAT IS A

DXP?

ly for provisioning (scheduling) and playout of content.
However, CMS vendors like Adobe are developing additional CMS features for their DXP solution that could make
stand-alone CMS redundant in the future.
The demand to keep all information consistent on all platforms at the same time will be greater and may well become more important than a highly specialized Digital Signage CMS solution.

Gartner defines a digital experience platform (DXP) as an integrated set of technologies, based on a common platform,
that provides a broad range of audiences with consistent,
secure and personalized access to information and applications across many digital touchpoints. Organizations use
DXPs to build, deploy and continually improve websites,
portals, mobile and other digital experiences.
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